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Abstract

In the SESAR traffic growth predictions, traffic complexity will become an issue that the current Air Traffic Management organization is not able to handle. The 4D trajectory concept offers new perspectives for deconflicting the traffic by ground-holding aircraft before they take-off. This paper studies the possible complexity reduction achievable by optimizing the aircraft take-off times. Therefore a simple model is introduced to detect pairwise 3D possible conflicts and define conflicting take-off time differences. Two resolution algorithms are tested on a real traffic data sample collected in the French airspace. The first one is based on a Constraint Programming model of the problem and ensures the optimality of the maximum delay required to solve every conflict. The second one uses an evolutionary computation algorithm to minimize the mean delay among the aircraft population. A sliding window model is introduced to reduce the size of the problem and to regularly update the current situation. Experimental results performed in the French airspace with fast time simulation show that with perfect 4D trajectory, every conflict over flight level 290 can be solved by delaying less than a quarter of the traffic within a range of delays varying from 1 to 90 minutes and a mean delay of 4 minutes. The Constraint Programming approach gives better results than the evolutionary computation approach. Adding uncertainty around 4D trajectories dramatically degrades the results.

Introduction

The SESAR program is anticipating the future growth of air traffic in Europe. In this context, the Episode 3 [1] project has aimed at assessing the performance of new ATM concepts, such as 4D trajectory planning and strategic deconfliction. ATC performances in Europe are limited by the hourly capacity constraints defined on each en-route ATC sector to limit the rate of entering aircraft. The current ground holding slot allocation process ensured by the CFMU (Central Flow Management Unit) allocates departure slots (that must be respected within a -5/+10 minutes margin) in order to respect these limits. Much research has been conducted to optimize the CFMU algorithm [2], [3]. However these approaches did not address the conflict pair resolution problem, but only try to respect sector capacity limits not necessarily related to the traffic complexity [4].

In the context of 4D trajectories, solving conflicts far in advance might become possible and prevents from defining complexity indicators that are hard to validate. Current equipment does not allow aircraft to fly perfect 4D trajectories and the results obtained in this article can only give a theoretical cost of complexity reduction. The Air Traffic Management System will probably always need to be structured with different levels of granularity and time horizons in order to be able to handle uncertainties, unpredictable events and emergencies.

In the following sections, we briefly introduce the related work and the context of the research project. Then we give a description of the model chosen. Next we introduce the Evolutionary Computation approach and the Constraint Programming model that are compared using real data in the following section. The last section deals with sensitivity of the results to uncertainties. We conclude by outlining the further work that needs to be addressed to enhance the approach.

Related Work and Context of the Study

Many results were obtained using Constraint Programming (CP) approaches in the air traffic management domain. [3] has for example introduced a new approach to address the sector capacity constraint that prevents the peak effect due to the usual
definition of sector capacities (number of aircraft entering a sector per time period). CP approaches have also been successfully used to optimize the number of flight levels necessary to separate the routes having the biggest traffic flows [5]. Evolutionary algorithms have been successful in many different applications, such as short term conflict detection and resolution ([6], [7]), 3D conflict free network definition ([8], [9]) or taxiing optimization on big airports [10]. All these problems involve large data sets, are combinatorial, and deal with a large number of constraints that are difficult to handle with classical optimization methods.

In Europe, en-route sector capacities are limited below bounds defined over given time periods (usually one hour) by local experts, the Flow Management Position (FMP) Controllers in each Air Traffic Control Center (ATCC). The CFMU first identifies the overloaded sectors with the CFMU pre-tactical tool for network optimization PREDICT. The Computer Assisted Slot Allocation (CASA) tool [11] computes a slot allocation for some aircraft involved in the most constrained areas. CASA is able to deal with many operational constraints and updates, but is based on a greedy algorithm that cannot guarantee a solution that satisfies all the constraints or that is optimal.

The traffic complexity is difficult to measure and the sector capacities, expressed as a number of aircraft entering the sectors over a time period do not necessarily reflect the controller’s workload. Gianazza [4] compared this measure to the moments when subsets of sectors are split or merged and showed very different complexity profiles. Recent work such as [12] uses a more precise and complex CP model to balance the traffic over the sectors in a control center of the upper airspace. Barnier [13] used CP to optimize the sectors opening schedules to match more closely the predicted traffic. Baptiste and Tan Dac [14] also used CP to redesign airspace sectorization with a better balancing.

In this paper, we propose to estimate the cost of directly solving all conflicts in the upper airspace with ground holding, provided that aircraft are able to follow their trajectories accurately. Therefore we introduce a model of this large scale combinatorial optimization problem based on a sliding window principle.

Modeling the problem

In the model, aircraft estimate their 4D trajectories a few minutes before departure and send them to a centralized unit that first detects 3D pairwise potential conflicts and check if the aircraft take-off times are compatible. In many situations, no 3D conflicts occur, or the current take-off times of the pair of aircraft are not conflicting. When a 3D-conflict occurs, the difference of take-off times creates a constraint between the aircraft pair concerned. Clusters of conflicts are the transitive closure of the potential 3D-conflict pairs.

A. Conflict Detection

Real traffic data are provided by the CATS\textsuperscript{1} simulator [15], which takes as input all of the flight plans in a given airspace for a given day of traffic, and outputs the corresponding 4D trajectories.

To detect all “significant” conflicts, CATS discretizes trajectories with a \( \delta t = 15 \) s time step, which is small enough to detect every conflict. Trajectories are then probed pairwise\textsuperscript{2} for potential conflicts, ignoring those that could only occur for greater delays than the given maximal one \( \Delta_{max} \). The separation norm is thus tested for each pair of points of the two probed trajectories (up to \( p = 1300 \) points per trajectory for up to \( n = 9500 \) flights in \( O(n^2p^2) \), as observed in the largest instances simulated by CATS) as illustrated on figure \[1\] in the horizontal plane. Note that trajectory enclosing bounding boxes or sweep line techniques [16] could be used to lower the detection complexity, but it is here considered as a static data production phase and its efficiency is not a primary concern of the present study.

Though the maximal allowed delay \( \Delta_{max} \) can be seen as a parameter of the search algorithm only, it also affects conflict detection. Indeed, when the maximal allowed delay is increased, the size of the problem grows as well, as more and more flights tend to be in potential conflict. Ultimately, if a 24h-delay would be allowed, the conflict detection could be done regardless of time, as any two space-conflicting trajectories would generate a constraint.

\textsuperscript{1}The Complete Air Traffic Simulator developed at DSNATI.

\textsuperscript{2}Note that the conflict detection for two given flights is symmetrical, so that only ordered pairs are considered.
So, whenever a particular instance has been proved inconsistent, it has to be generated again with higher values of the maximal delay, which will capture later potential conflicts on the trajectory pairs and increase the size of the instance.

Operationally, flights originating outside the Eurocontrol countries cannot be delayed, so their delay variable will be fixed to 0 in our constraint model, reducing the number of variables but tightening the constraints as well and offering less opportunities for optimization. Constraints corresponding to conflicts occurring between two such flights will of course be discarded as we cannot delay the flights to solve them. Such remaining conflicting cases would have to be taken care of by other ATC or ATFM techniques that will not be addressed in this study.

B. Conflicts Constraints

To compute the constraints of our model, the trajectories (up to 9500 flights for one day of traffic in the French airspace) are pairwise probed for couples of conflicting points.

We define a set $D$ of decision variables:

$$D = \{\delta_i, \forall i \in [1, n]\}$$

of finite domain $[0, \text{max\_delay}]$ that represents the delay associated with each of the $n$ flights (between 6000 and 8000 after processing for our experiments). The value of $\text{max\_delay}$ is typically chosen as 90 min and increased as needed when no solution is found (up to 300 min in our experiments). As explained in the previous section, the size of the instance grows with $\text{max\_delay}$.

It was shown in [17] that pairwise conflict constraint could be expressed in the following way: if $\delta_i$ and $\delta_j$ are respectively the delays of aircraft $i$ and $j$ then aircraft $i$ and $j$ are not in conflict if

$$d_{ij} = \delta_i - \delta_j \notin [lb^1, ub^1] \cup \ldots \cup [lb^q, ub^q]$$

where $[lb^k, ub^k]$ are time intervals representing different possible conflict zones between the two aircraft. Most of the time, $q = 0$, which means that the two trajectories are not conflicting or $q = 1$ which means that they have one conflicting zone. When a pair of flights are conflicting on several disjoint times over their entire trajectories (as illustrated on figure 2), $q > 1$.

1) Further Instance Processing: The takeoff and landing part of trajectories are truncated around airports within a given radius (usually 10 NM) as the traffic is considered to be handled with specific procedures by the TMA control services in these zones.

After the computation of the conflict constraints, the whole instance is scaled down to a more reasonable time step than the 15 s used during conflict detection. We ensure that the original forbidden intervals are strictly included in the scaled ones, with appropriate interval arithmetic operations which can possibly merge conflicting disjoint intervals. A 1 min time step was chosen for the resolution: a smaller time step would not have been realistic for a departure time, whereas a greater one would have reduced the set of feasible solutions. Furthermore,
A 1 min time step seems compliant with the SESAR objectives of ±3 min precision for takeoff time.

In addition, the flight level of the detected conflicts were filtered, for example to only take into account conflicts occurring within the upper airspace (from FL290 and above). The minimal and maximal altitude of each conflict is recorded during the detection stage and a conflict is discarded if it entirely occurs below or above the specified airspace slice.

It is also possible to filter the time interval during which the conflicts may occur, taking the time bounds of the allowable delay into account. Any conflict strictly occurring outside the given time interval is then discarded.

Eventually, all the flights that do not have any conflict with any other flight are withdrawn from the instance.

2) Conflict Extension: To improve the robustness of our solutions towards uncertainty on the departure times of the flights, we add an extra parameter $\text{ext}$ that extends conflicting intervals by a fix amount of time. Such an extension of $\text{ext}$ minutes stretching the start and the end of a conflict will be able to manage uncertainties of $\pm \frac{\text{ext}}{2}$ minutes on the departure slot (see the last section), at the price of an increase in the cost of the solutions.

We expect that this extension scheme may as well be able to diminish the effects of other sources of uncertainty (e.g. vertical and ground speed) regarding the number of remaining conflicts during simulation.

C. A Sliding Forecast Time Window model

In order to limit the size of the problem and to be reactive to uncertainties, the whole day is not treated at once, but only aircraft scheduled for take-off during the next $T_w$ minutes are considered. $T_w$ represents the lookahead time also called forecast time window. The situation is reconsidered every $\sigma$ minutes with $\sigma << T_w$. $\sigma$ is the time step used in the model to make the $T_w$ time window slide. This approach ensures that the problem can be updated every $\sigma$ minutes : if an aircraft needs to cancel or delay its departure for external reasons, it will be able to free its slot and be reconsidered later on. Aircraft that are already airborne at the current time are taken into account as constraints. This is also the case for aircraft scheduled in the next $A_n$ minutes (see figure 3) because an advance notice time is required to assign any delay to an aircraft. In practice, this advance notice time $A_n$ can be longer or shorter than $\sigma$. In the numerical results, this value was set to 0 because it does not affect the quality of the solution. Figure 3 gives an example of the evolution of an aircraft take-off slot when the forecast time window slides. At the first step (current time=0) the aircraft is delayed to take-off at $T_1$. Because $T_1$ is far enough from the current time (more than $A_n + \sigma$ minutes ahead, in the dotted zone), the slot will still be modifiable when the current time is $\sigma$ (second line). When the time window slides (current time=$\sigma$), the delay might be reduced and a slot chosen at $T_2$ which is still modifiable. At current time $2\sigma$ the delay can be reduced again and a slot chosen at $T_3$ which belongs to the notification zone. After this current time ($2\sigma$) no modification is possible because at the next step (current time=$3\sigma$), the take-off slot will be too close to the current time (less than the advance notice required).

![Figure 3. Sliding forecast time window.](image)

The size of the forecast time window is an important parameter. If it is too big, the size of the problem will include a very large number of variables and the resolution might be more difficult. If it is too small, the solutions found might be worse and the total delay induced over the day much higher. This will be debated in the results section.

Evolutionary Computation Approach

Classical Evolutionary Computation principles such as described in the literature [18], [19] were
used for this approach.

**D. Fitness function**

The cost function used in this part is simply the sum of the delays over the aircraft population.

Solutions respecting the separation constraints cannot be built easily. Consequently, we need to include the separation criteria in the fitness function.

The fitness function chosen is:

\[
F = n - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\delta_i}{\delta_{\text{max}}} \right) + 1 + nrc
\]

where \( n \) is the number of aircraft and \( nrc \) is the number of remaining conflicts.

The fitness function increases when the number of remaining conflicts and delays decrease. It takes its values in \([0, n]\).

**E. Crossover operator**

The conflict resolution problem is partially separable as defined in [20], [21]. In order to increase the probability of producing children with a better fitness than their parents, principles applied in [20] were used. For each aircraft \( i \) of a population element, a local fitness \( F_i \) value is defined as follows:

\[
F_i = 1 - \left( \frac{\delta_i}{\delta_{\text{max}}} \right) + 1 + nrc_i
\]

where \( nrc_i \) is the number of remaining conflicts involving aircraft \( i \).

Figure 4 presents the crossover operator. First two population elements are randomly chosen. For each parent \( A \) and \( B \), fitness \( A_i \) and \( B_i \) of aircraft \( i \) are compared. If \( A_i < B_i \), the children will take aircraft \( i \) of parent \( A \). If \( B_i < A_i \), the children will take aircraft \( i \) of parent \( B \). If \( A_i = B_i \), children randomly choose aircraft \( A_i \) or \( B_i \) or even a combination of \( A_i \) and \( B_i \).

**F. Mutation operator**

For each candidate to mutation, the delay of an aircraft having one of the worst local fitnesses is modified. If every conflict is solved, an aircraft is randomly chosen and its parameters changed. In practice, a number \( m \) is randomly chosen in the interval \([1, \frac{n}{2}]\) and we pick up \( m \) times an aircraft to find the most constrained aircraft among these \( m \) trials. The delay of this aircraft is then either locally optimized or randomly modified with a probability of 50%. We could be tempted to always locally optimize the delay of the worst aircraft, but this would make the algorithm become very deterministic and lead to a premature convergence of the algorithm.

The crossover and mutation operators are more deterministic during the first generations because there are many conflicts to solve. They focus on making feasible solutions. When the solutions without conflicts appear in the population, they become less deterministic.

**Sharing:** The problem is highly combinatorial and may have many local optima. In order to prevent the algorithm from a premature convergence, the sharing process introduced by Yin and Germay [22] is used. The complexity of this sharing process has the great advantage to be in \( n \log(n) \) (instead of \( n^2 \) for classical sharing) if \( n \) is the size of the population. The distance used to compare two population elements \( p \) and \( q \) is:

\[
D = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} |\delta^p_i - \delta^q_i|}{n}
\]

**G. Parameters**

In the experiments, the following parameters were empirically chosen: the size of the population was set to 100, 20% of the population is crossed, 60% is muted, the selection uses the stochastic remainder without replacement. A sharing process is used. As time to solve a problem is limited, the number of generations is limited to 500.
Constraint Programming strategy

H. Cost Function

For this approach, the cost is simply defined as the maximal allocated delay, to ensure equity among the various postponed flights:

\[
\text{cost} = \max\{\delta_i, \forall i \in [1, n]\}
\]

However, the overall sum of the delays is of utmost importance as well for the quality of a solution and we will take it into account within the search strategy to provide realistic max-optimal solutions during the resolution of the problem.

I. Search Strategy

The constraints of the problem are reminiscent of the disjunctive mutual exclusion constraints often used to model scheduling problems [23]. At a coarse grain, we could consider each conflicting area as a machine on which to process two tasks of different lengths (depending on the speed of the aircraft). Several conflicts along a trajectory could even be seen as the ordered tasks of a given job, as in the Job-shop Scheduling Problem (JSP).

However, the comparison does not hold much further. First, the time intervals between any two conflict-tasks of the same trajectory are fixed, as only one delay variable is associated with each flight (unlike the JSP where all tasks are only related with precedence constraints). Second, to consider a potential conflict in three dimensions only, as the transitive closure of the overlapping conflicting segments, with task lengths proportional to the time spent by the aircraft within the area, is misleading. In this setting, the conflict associated with two catching-up flights on the same route would be the entire trajectory, preventing them from being airborne at the same time! Obviously, our model is much more precise and allows two aircraft on the same route to be separated by 5 NM only. Third, the number of “conflict machines”, if not quadratic in the number of “flight jobs” as it could ultimately grow for arbitrary instances, is quite large and cannot be easily related with any known standard scheduling problem.

Nevertheless, the branching scheme of our search strategy to solve this essentially disjunctive problem is inspired by standard scheduling techniques.

For instance, trying to start the search by directly labelling the delay variables \(\delta_i\) may impede the search because of thrashing (i.e. repeatedly fail over the same constraint), as the constraints are expressed over the differences \(d_{ij}\). In this case, a more efficient filtering can be obtained by feeding the propagation of the arithmetic constraints with new domain bounds for the \(d_{ij}\) auxiliary variables.

In this respect, our search strategy first tries to order pairs of conflicting flights by adding the constraint \(d_{ij} < lb\) or \(d_{ij} > ub\) in the case of a single conflicting interval. If there are several holes in the domain of \(d_{ij}\), branching is repeated with the bounds of the remaining holes. The variable \(d_{ij}\) with the highest sparsity, i.e. the smallest ratio between the domain size and the difference of the domain bounds, is chosen first for branching.

To compensate for the cost being defined as the maximal delay only, disregarding the total amount of time, we choose to branch first within the \(d_{ij}\) interval corresponding to the minimum potential increase for its delay variables \(\delta_i\) and \(\delta_j\). Such an interval would be the closest to 0, while if \(d_{ij}\) were far from 0, then at least one delay would be large. Whenever the search backtracks over such a decision, this interval is discarded and we branch on the next one recursively.

When all conflicts are ordered and there are no more holes in the domain of the \(d_{ij}\), we start labelling the decision variables \(\delta_i\) with a standard dom/deg selection heuristic: the variable with the smallest domain, and the highest number of constraints in case of tie, is dynamically selected. Then, the values closest to 0 are probed first to attempt to keep the total amount of delay as low as possible.

After the first solution is found, the branch and bound algorithm proceeds by dichotomy on the cost domain to find the optimal solution with respect to minimization of the maximal allocated delay, while keeping low the overall amount of delay thanks to the search strategy.

Experimental results

J. Evolution of the problem size

Simulations were performed using real flight plan data on the Complete Air Traffic Simulator (CATS) developed by the French DSNA. Simulations were
run on the French airspace on a heavy day of traffic (October 10, 2008). Figure 5 shows the evolution of the number of aircraft that can be delayed during the day, with different forecast time windows. The problem sizes increase until 5 a.m. and reach a peak at 8 am. They decrease at the end of the day when the traffic starts decreasing. 8 different time windows were tested from 15 to 360 minutes and also considering the whole day at once (1440 minutes). Figure 6 shows that the number of aircraft that can be delayed (dotted line) and the total number of aircraft (solid line) at the peak hour (8 am) grow linearly with the forecast time window width (in minutes).

Simulation results also show that it is not possible to separate the traffic into smaller problems that can be solved independently because the 3D-traffic clusters generally involve most of the current traffic, especially during peak hours.

K. Comparison of results with no uncertainty

Table I gives the number of aircraft delayed, the maximum delay, the total sum of the delays, the mean delay over the delayed aircraft, and the computation time (on an Intel Xeon 2.66GHz processor) for different time windows. In the simulation, only conflicts over FL290 were considered, and \( \sigma = 15 \) min. The problem had 6184 variables over the day for 8693 flights.

With the CP approach, all the conflicts can be solved by delaying less than a quarter of the aircraft. The mean delay is smaller than 4 minutes and the maximum delay smaller than 88 minutes. When increasing the Forecast Time Window \( T_w \) the mean delay decreases but the computation time increases.

With the EC approach, all the conflicts can be solved by delaying less than a fifth of the aircraft. The mean delay is close to 7 minutes for \( T_w = 30 \) min but it increases with \( T_w \). An explanation could be that when the size of the problem increases the EC algorithm does not converge as easily to a good solution and returns a solution that is worse
than when the size of the problem is smaller. The computation times are much higher than those obtained with the CP approach.

Results show that the CP approach is much more efficient in time resolution, total and mean delay, but tends to delay more aircraft than the Evolutionary Computation approach. The maximum delay is slightly higher in the EC approach. The resolution time increases with $T_w$ in both approaches but the growth is higher for the EC approach.

### L. Influence of uncertainty

Uncertainties on take-off times are very frequent and can be caused by many different factors. In order to make the previous approach robust to uncertainties, we need to prevent aircraft from being in conflict even if their take-off times are not precise. Therefore the value of the $ext$ parameter (described in the modeling section) in the model should be increased.

Table II compares results for different values of $ext$ with a 90 minutes sliding time window or for the whole day (1440 minutes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ext</th>
<th>Delayed</th>
<th>Max del</th>
<th>Sum (min)</th>
<th>Mean/ delayed</th>
<th>Time (sec)</th>
<th>Rem</th>
<th>Conf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP - 90 minutes sliding window</td>
<td>3543-57%</td>
<td>45879</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>3181</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP - whole day optimization</td>
<td>4581-73%</td>
<td>28691</td>
<td>62.63</td>
<td>5364</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC - 90 minutes sliding window</td>
<td>4514-56%</td>
<td>28390</td>
<td>62.73</td>
<td>2294</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC - whole day optimization</td>
<td>4536-72%</td>
<td>75975</td>
<td>156.14</td>
<td>2676</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target figures for efficiency within SESAR are:

- at least 98% of flights departing on time (on-time departure being defined as actual departure less than 3 min before or after scheduled departure),
- the average departure delay of delayed flights must not exceed 10 min.

The first target would correspond to $ext = 6$ minutes. Our results show the limits of the concept. In order to meet this target, we probably need to combine our strategy to others such as, for example, an efficient flight level allocation in order to separate the main flows of aircraft.

### Conclusion

This article introduces an original ground holding approach to solve all potential conflicts occurring above a given flight level a few hours or minutes in advance with a sliding window model. Rather than trying to respect sectors capacities constraints, we model each possibly conflicting situation between any two aircraft and impose adjustments of departure times to keep them separated, with the hypothesis that aircraft could precisely follow their planned 4D trajectories. The resulting problem size can be reduced by only looking at the next $T_w$ minutes and reconsidering the situation every $\sigma$ minutes.

Two different algorithms were compared to allocate the delays to aircraft. The first one is an evolutionary algorithm that uses the partial separability of the problem to define efficient crossover and mutation operators. The other one is based on a Constraint Programming (CP) approach and uses the FaCiLe constraint library developed at ENAC. It is based on a branch and bound algorithm that minimizes the maximum delay on every aircraft.

Simulations were performed using real flight plan data on the Complete Air Traffic Simulator (CATS) with no uncertainties. The delay increase is huge (9 times for the CP, and 8 times for the EC). For $ext = 4$ (uncertainty of ±2 minutes on the take-off time), delays obtained with the CP approach are far too big to be acceptable in a real context. The EC algorithm cannot even solve every conflict within a reasonable computation time.

The target figures for efficiency within SESAR are:

- at least 98% of flights departing on time (on-time departure being defined as actual departure less than 3 min before or after scheduled departure),
- the average departure delay of delayed flights must not exceed 10 min.

The first target would correspond to $ext = 6$ minutes. Our results show the limits of the concept. In order to meet this target, we probably need to combine our strategy to others such as, for example, an efficient flight level allocation in order to separate the main flows of aircraft.
developed by French DSNA. Simulations were run on the French airspace on a heavy day of traffic (October 10, 2008) focusing on conflicts over Flight Level 290. The sample dealt with 8693 flights that generated 1418 conflicts above FL 290. Results using the Constraint Programming approach are better than those obtained with the Evolutionary Algorithm. They show that every conflict could be solved by delaying 22% of the flights with a mean delay of 4 minutes and a maximum delay of 84 minutes.

We have also presented a first step toward taking uncertainties into account by extending the forbidden intervals of conflicting flights. However, an extension as small as 4 min, which is able to cope only with a 2 min uncertainty on the departure time generates tremendous amounts of delays, far above SESAR performance objectives. We plan to overcome these issues and further assess the possible outcomes of 4D trajectory planning in the context of Episode 3 WP4 and address larger (European) instances with various techniques like combining our delay algorithm with a prior flight level allocation, repeatedly solving the problem on a sliding time window or solving the remaining conflicts with a CATS resolution module.

This research is a primary approach to reduce the traffic complexity by solving conflicts with ground holding. Simulations on real data showed that most conflicts could be solved by ground holding aircraft in a 4D trajectory context. However the model remains very unrealistic since it does not take into account many uncertainty parameters. For example winds can largely modify the trajectory predictions. Further work is currently being done on the robustness of such solutions, that can be achieved by reducing the update frequency of the model and increasing the size of forbidden take-off time intervals.
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